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Abstract

In this paper, we present an experiment whose goal is to investi-
gate the role of sound and vision in the recognition of different sur-
face profiles in a walking scenario. Fifteen subjects participated to
two within-subjects experiments where they were asked to interact
with a desktop system simulating bumps, holes and flat surfaces by
means of audio, visual and audio-visual cues. Results of the first ex-
periment show that participants are able to successfully identify the
surface profiles provided through the proposed audio-visual tech-
niques. Results of a second experiment in which conflictual audio-
visual stimuli were presented, reveal that for some of the proposed
visual effects the visual feedback is dominant on the auditory one,
while for the others the role of dominance is inverted.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Physics
Based Modeling—; I.6.5 [Simulation and Modeling]: Model
Development— [H.5.5]: Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g. HCI)—Sound and Music Computing.
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1 Introduction

In most current virtual reality setups, users are restricted to walk
on a flat surface. Only few locomotion interfaces are able to render
uneven grounds, but they have the disadvantages of being costly
and cumbersome [Hollerbach et al. 2003; Iwata et al. 2001]. Re-
cently, research has shown that it is possible to simulate the act of
walking on unflat surfaces only using visual cues [Marchal et al.
2010]. These results are a development of previous research on
pseudo-haptic simulation [Lécuyer et al. 2004]. The main idea of
the research described in [Lécuyer et al. 2004] was to investigate
whether it was possible to simulate a bump or a hole by only using
visual feedback.
In the sound synthesis community, all previous research on wal-
king sounds has focused on flat surfaces [Cook 2002; Fontana and
Bresin 2003; Farnell 2007; Miner and Caudell 2005]. Recently,
a sound synthesis engine able to simulate footsteps sounds on ag-
gregate and solid surfaces has been presented [Nordahl et al. 2010;
Turchet et al. 2010]. Such sound engine is based on physical mod-
els synthesis and it works both offline and in realtime. In all the
different surfaces simulated, the system energy parameter of the
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engine is controlled by a ground reaction force (GRF), i.e., the re-
action force supplied by the ground at every step. During the offline
working of the engine, such force is estimated from recordings on
real footsteps sounds.
In [Serafin et al. 2010], researchers used such engine in order to run
a preliminary experiment whose goal was to assess the role of tem-
poral aspects in sonically simulating the act of walking on a bump
or a hole. In particular, they investigated whether the timing be-
tween heel and toe and the timing between footsteps affected per-
ception of walking on unflat surfaces. Results showed that it is
possible to simulate a bump or a hole only by using temporal infor-
mation.
In this paper, we are interested in understanding whether the addi-
tion of sounds to the visual feedback enhances the pseudo-haptic
feedback for the simulation of unflat surfaces. Our hypothesis is
that sound plays an important role in the recognition of the surface
profile and that it can be dominant on the visual modality according
to the visual stimulus presented.

2 Visual and auditory simulation

2.1 Visual feedback

The visual techniques used to simulate the act of walking over
bumps and holes were the same proposed in [Marchal et al. 2010]:
a straightforward modification of the camera’s height (H), a modi-
fication of the camera’s navigation velocity (V), a modification of
the camera’s orientation (O), and the combination of the three ef-
fects (HOV). Our simulations used a known mathematical profile,
the Gaussian one, which was used for the simulations of both holes
and bumps.
Since the velocity technique was used for the generation of the au-
ditory feedback we briefly recall it here. The velocity effect is based
on the variation of the camera velocity. Thus, the camera velocity
is decreased when the user is going up and increased when the user
is going down. We used a different algorithm for the ascending and
descending cases. The algorithm computes the ratio RVelocity applied
between the real user velocity and the virtual camera velocity. The
camera velocity is then modified following the equation:

Velocityt = Velocityt−1 .Rt
Velocity (1)

• Ascending case:

Rt
Velocity = exp(−RAscendingV . α

t) (2)

where α is the tangent angle of the Gaussian curve and
RAscendingV is a constant.

• Descending case:
This algorithm is designed to give a run up for a while after
the bump or at the beginning of the hole. At time t, the ratio
is updated regarding the difference between the user height in
scene at times t− 1 and t :

Rt
Velocity = Rt−1

Velocity + ∆Height .RDescendingV (3)

where the ratio RDescendingV is a constant. When the subject
reaches the end of the descent, his speed is at a maximum.



If he is walking in a hole, then he starts to go up and his speed
value will be given by the ascending algorithm. If the subject
is on a bump, he will reach the plane ground after the bump.
His speed ratio RVelocity will start decreasing at 0.1 unit per se-
cond, until another bump/hole is reached or the ratio is back
to normal.

2.2 Auditory feedback

As concerns the sounds, the goal was to add an auditory feedback
consistent with the images provided at the screen, but since we were
interested just in a proof of concept no interaction between the vi-
sual and sound engines was created.
The technique adopted to render bumps and holes at auditory level
has been the placement of footsteps sounds at different temporal
intervals, taking as reference the work of the visual engine set with
the velocity effect. In order to create a coherent mapping between
the space travelled by the visual rendering along the surface and the
temporal distances between steps, we chose to divide the surface
profile in equal parts covering the same amount of space, and to
place in those points a step (see Figure 1). Subsequently the tem-
poral intervals to reach each point located on the curve have been
calculated according to the equations utilized for the velocity effect
by the visual engine (see section 2.1). Precisely, such calculations
have been performed using the same parameters defining the Gaus-
sian curve (height and sigma), but modifying the values of the R
factors regulating the lows for the ascending and descending case
because of the necessity of synchronizing properly the two systems.

Figure 1: Gaussian profile used for a bump simulation with the
indication of the points in which the footstep sounds occur, and
stereo waveform of the corresponding sound file.

The input files for the sound synthesis engine (see section 1) resul-
ting from such calculations, have been generated by means of MAT-
LAB placing at different temporal patterns a single footstep sound
(the same footstep was used to create the different stimuli presented
to the subjects). The use of the same footstep sound was justified by
the fact that we did not want other factors, such as changes in am-
plitude, to affect the results of the experiment. The footstep sound
used was a recording of a real footstep on concrete. Such sound
was chosen among those available in the Hollywood Edge sound
effects library.1

For the purpose of this experiment, two types of surfaces, gravel
and wood, were chosen. The reason for choosing two materials

1www.hollywoodedge.com/

was to assess whether the surface type affected the quality of the
results.

3 Experiment

We conducted two within-subjects experiments using three diffe-
rent kinds of stimuli: visual only, audio only, and audio visual.

1. Experiment 1: recognition of bumps, holes and flat surfaces
by means of visual, audio and (coherent) audio-visual stimuli.

2. Experiment 2: recognition of bumps and holes in presence of
incoherent audio-visual stimuli.

The images provided during the experiments were generated by the
visual engine, while the sounds consisted of footsteps sounds gene-
rated by the offline use of the sound synthesis engine.
The goal of the first experiment was to investigate the ability of
subjects to recognize the different walking surface profiles they
were exposed to. One of our hypotheses was that the recognition
would have improved using the bimodal stimuli rather than the sin-
gle modalities alone.
The goal of the second experiment was to determine the role of do-
minance of the two modalities involved, in presence of incoherent
stimuli. Our hypothesis was that the visual modality would have
been dominant on the auditory modality for the H, O and HOV ef-
fects, while for the V effect the role of dominance would have been
held by the auditory modality.

3.1 Participants

The experiments were performed by 15 participants, 12 men and
3 women, aged between 22 and 29 (mean=26.2,standard devia-
tion=2.1662). All participants had normal or corrected vision and
reported normal hearing conditions. All participants were naive
with respect to the experimental setup and to the purpose of the
experiment. The participants took on average about 40 minutes to
complete the two experiments and to fill the questionnaire.

3.2 Task

During experiment 1 participants were given the list of three diffe-
rent surfaces (bump, hole, flat), presented as forced alternate choice,
while during experiment 2 the possible choices were only two, i.e.,
bump or hole, in order to understand which modality was dominant.
The task consisted of recognizing to which surface the walk corres-
ponded after the presentation of the stimulus. Each stimulus was
presented only one time before giving the answer, and when mo-
ving to the next stimulus participants could not change the answer
to the previous stimuli.
After both experiments, a preference questionnaire was proposed in
which participants had to grade from 1 (low appreciation) to 7 (high
appreciation) three further effects (a bump provided at audio, visual
and audio-visual level) according to 3 subjective criteria: efficiency
of the simulation, realism of the simulation, and global appreciation
of the effect. In the questionnaire we did not mentioned the words
audio, visual or audio-visual, we simply called them condition 1, 2
and 3, in order to leave to the participants the task of creating the
proper mapping.
At the end of the questionnaire, participants were also given the op-
portunity to leave an open comment on their experience interacting
with the system.

3.3 Setup

All experiments were carried out in an acoustically isolated labo-
ratory where the setup for the experiment was installed. It con-



sisted of a simple graphical user interface with which the partici-
pants were asked to interact. The interaction consisted of pressing
keys on the keyboard in order to start each trial and to give the cor-
responding answer.
The virtual environment was a simple corridor with given dimen-
sions (height=3.0m, length=12.6m, width=2.0m). There was a part
in the center of the corridor where the height could be modified du-
ring the experiments: the user could experience either on a bump,
a hole or a plane. To symbolize this variable part of the corridor,
a transparent cube was represented on the ground with a height of
0.5m and a surface of 6.6mx2m, as illustrated in Figure 2. The vari-
able height of the ground was not visible in order to exclude visual
cues from the scene.

Figure 2: A screenshot at the beginning of a trial.

The computer utilized for the experiment had clock speed equal
to 3.40 GHz, 2 GB of memory, it run the Windows XP operative
system, and it was equipped with the SigmaTel Sound Card. Sounds
were provided to the user by means of a set of headphones.2

During the experiments subjects were sitting on a chair, listening to
the sounds through headphones and interacting with the interface.

3.4 Experimental plan

Participants were exposed to 105 trials in experiment 1, where 15
stimuli were repeated seven times. The stimuli consisted of bumps,
holes and flat surfaces rendered by means of sounds (footsteps on
two types of materials, gravel and wood), images (using the HOV
technique), and the combinations of images and sounds.
During experiment 2 participants were exposed to 48 trials, where
8 audio-visual incoherent stimuli were repeated six times. In detail,
only bumps ad holes were rendered: when a bump was presented
at visual level a hole was provided at auditory level, and vice versa.
The techniques used to render the bumps and holes at visual level
were Height, Orientation, Velocity and HOV, while the sounds pro-
vided were the same presented in experiment 1 using wood as ma-
terial.
The temporal durations of the trials were 10.5 seconds for bumps,
9 seconds for holes, and 9.5 seconds for the flat surfaces.

4 Results

For each participant, the percentage of correct answers was esti-
mated for the different experimental conditions. Results are shown

2Sennheiser HD 600, http://www.sennheiser.com

in tables 1, 2.
Concerning experiment 1, the first noticeable element emerging
from results is the high percentages of correct answers for all the
three modalities. The presentation of flat surfaces led to better per-
formances rather than bumps and holes. The addition of audio sti-
muli did not produce higher percentages for the recognition of the
surfaces rather than the visual only modality (which is already very
high), and an in depth analysis performed by means of the Kruskal-
Wallis test revealed that all the differences are not statistically sig-
nificant.
Moreover no substantial differences have been found between sti-
muli involving footsteps sounds on wood and those involving foot-
steps sounds on gravel.

Bump Hole Flat %Correct
answers

Visual
Bump 98 7 0 93.33
Hole 7 98 0 93.33
Flat 0 0 105 100

Audio 1
Bump 96 8 1 91.42
Hole 8 97 0 92.38
Flat 6 0 99 94.28

Audio 2
Bump 96 5 4 91.42
Hole 4 98 3 93.33
Flat 3 1 101 96.19

Audio-Visual 1
Bump 98 7 0 93.33
Hole 8 97 0 92.38
Flat 0 0 105 100

Audio-Visual 2
Bump 99 5 1 94.28
Hole 8 97 0 92.38
Flat 1 0 104 99.04

Table 1: Confusion matrix illustrating the results for experiment
1. Legend: Visual: the HOV effect; Audio 1: sounds of footsteps
on gravel; Audio 2: sounds of footsteps on wood; Audio-Visual 1:
sounds of footsteps on gravel plus the HOV effect; Audio-Visual 2:
sounds of footsteps on wood plus the HOV effect.

As regards experiment 2, results show clearly that in presence of
audio-visual conflicts audio is dominated by vision when H and
O effects are presented. Conversely, vision is dominated by audio
when V and HOV effects are presented. In particular the highest
role of dominance has been found for audio stimuli respect visual
stimuli provided by means of the Velocity effect.

% Visual dominance % Audio dominance
Bump H 85.55 14.45
Hole H 81.11 18.89
Bump O 72.22 27.78
Hole O 71.11 28.89
Bump V 8.88 91.12
Hole V 3.33 96.67
Bump HOV 30 70
Hole HOV 26.66 73.34

Table 2: Table illustrating results for experiment 2. Legend: H:
the Height effect; O: the Orientation effect; V: the Velocity effect;
HOV: the combination of the three effects.

Table 3 shows the results concerning the grades obtained by the
three different modalities for each of the subjective criteria. Re-
sults clearly show better evaluations in the audio-visual modality
(condition 3) rather than the audio (condition 1) and visual (con-
dition 2) modalities alone. In particular an in depth analysis by
means of t-test reveals that such differences are statistically signi-
ficant for the efficiency criterium for condition 3 respect to condi-



tion 1 (p=0.01644), for the realism criterium for condition 3 respect
condition 2 (p=0.02156), and for the appreciation criterium for con-
dition 3 respect to condition 1 (p=0.02047) and 2 (p=0.006438). No
significant differences in the criteria investigated have been found
between condition 1 and 2.

Audio Visual Audio-Visual
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Efficiency 4.5333 1.7265 5.3333 1.3452 5.8667 0.9904
Realism 4.5333 1.5523 4.1333 1.5976 5.5333 1.5523
Appreciation 4.4667 1.7674 4.4667 1.3020 5.8667 1.3020

Table 3: Table illustrating the answers of the questionnaire (aver-
age scores from a seven-point Likert scale, and relative standard
deviation).

5 General discussion

Results of experiment 1 show that the simulated surface profiles
were recognized with high percentages in all the three modalities,
and this is a confirm of the success of the techniques proposed in
[Marchal et al. 2010] and [Serafin et al. 2010]. Although the addi-
tion of audio stimuli did not produce significant higher percentages
rather than the visual only modality, the subjective questionnaire
revealed, for the criteria investigated, a clear preference of the bi-
modal stimuli respect to the stimuli presented in the single modali-
ties. In addition no significant differences were found between sti-
muli involving footsteps sounds on wood and those involving foot-
steps sounds on gravel and this is a further confirm of the results
illustrated in [Serafin et al. 2010].
In case of conflictual audio-visual stimuli the relationships of do-
minance between modalities turned out to be very clear, according
to the visual effect adopted. Our hypotheses were confirmed for
all the effects with the exception of HOV for which, surprisingly,
the auditory modality is dominant on the visual one. Presumably
an explanation lies in the fact that the V effect was present in the
HOV condition, and it is well known in the field of multimodal per-
ception that the temporal resolution of the auditory system is better
than the one of the visual system [Stein and Meredith 1993]. Our
results confirm such behaviour of the perceptive system.
What emerges from an in depth analysis of results of experiment
2 is that participants on average were consistent in their choices:
indeed in case of conflicts, they tended to choose always the same
modality as guide (according to the visual effect presented).
Some of the subjects reported in their comments that in experiment
2 they noticed conflicts between what they heard and what they saw
at screen. In particular one of them explicitly reported that in case
of conflicts he was driven in his decision by the visual stimulus
since not seeing the feet of the person walking in the animation, he
imagined that the person would have been able to place the steps in
an arbitrary way.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we described an experiment whose goal is to assess
whether the combination of auditory and visual information affects
the perception of walking on a hole or a bump using a desktop sys-
tem. Results show that the surface profiles simulated by means of
audio, visual and audio-visual stimuli were accurately recognized
in all the three modalities, but the subjective questionnaire revealed
a clear preference of the bimodal stimuli.
As concerns the auditory stimuli, they were created only varying
temporal parameters of footsteps, such as the distance between
steps. Other important aspects, such as amplitude and spectral in-
formation was not modified. These parameters are object of future
investigations. The results presented in this paper have interesting

applications in the field of navigations in virtual environments and
computer games, where more realistic auditory feedback can en-
hance the realism of the simulated experience. In future works we
plan to integrate the visual system with the sound synthesis engine
in order to have an audio-visual interactive simulation of the pro-
posed surface profiles, both with a desktop system and an immer-
sive VR configuration with HMD.
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